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Eagle Fans, 

Detroit ISD is working very hard to build positive school spirit and attendance at all 
events for our students. Our goal this year is to have more students involved in extra- 
curricular events but to do this we need your support and encouragement. As the year 
begins, we are hoping that you will make a commitment to join us for events as your 
schedule permits.  Students need to see fans in the stands positively supporting them 
whether they  are winning or losing. 

Players on the field have a responsibility to do their very best, so also do the fans in the 
stands. Fan support is best when it is loud and positive; it should also be good-natured and 
sportsmanlike. Cheers, chants, or signs of positive nature are encouraged. 

Booing, taunting or complaining about a player, fan, or a game official is unacceptable 
on any field or in any gym by fans or students. The administrator will meet with any 
fan/student when their behavior before, during or after a game serves to discredit or 
to embarrass the school in any way. Serious offenses can lead to prohibition from 
future attendance, disciplinary probation and expulsion. 

Likewise, a fan/student’s decision to drink or be in possession of alcohol before, 
during, or after any Detroit ISD athletic event is a serious behavioral and health issue. 
Disciplinary consequences for any student who is found to be under the influence of/ 
or  in possession of alcohol or any other drug will be comprehensive and severe. Fans 
that      are under the influence will be removed from the event and future events. It is 
fundamental to the mission of Detroit ISD that fan/students understand the 
importance of their decision- making in this regard, and act in strict accordance with 
our expectations. 

Fans/Athletes are responsible for displaying sportsmanship and representing Detroit 
ISD in a way that reflects positively on the school community. 

We have set expectations for the behavior of our coaches and students that reflect DISD in 
the best light possible. We also call on our fans to model good behavior at all of our 
athletic/ extra-curricular events. I have included a DISD Fan Code of Conduct so that 
we can represent DISD in a manner that makes our community proud. 

We look forward to seeing you at the games and other events! Remember, we are there 
to support kids and encourage them to do their best. Our athletes will make mistakes, 
officials will make mistakes, coaches will make mistakes but at the end of the day we 
are all still DISD and the way we represent our community will be remembered long 
after the game/event is over. 

 

Kathie Thompson, Superintendent 
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Parents/Fans Athletic Code of Conduct 
 

1. Taunting, negative cheering or confrontation with referees, opposing players, coaches 
and parents will not be tolerated. These actions are contradictory to Detroit ISD’s code 
of ethics, league and state guidelines. 

2. Positive signs, pictures and chants are encouraged. 
3. Please be aware of the UIL rule about posting game video for public viewing. 

4. Public confrontations with coaches or players will not be tolerated. All parents are 
encouraged to meet privately with staff members to discuss any issue that may be 
of concern. Any requested meeting with a coach will not occur until 24 hours after the event. 
You will need to make an appointment with the coach for a meeting. You can call the campus 

office to set it up. 

5. Parents are asked to demonstrate leadership at critical times – injured participants, 
National Anthem, stressful game situations, dangerous circumstances are examples of 
moments of need for parents to exhibit positive behavior. 

6. The use of profanity is unacceptable. 
7. Parents are required at all times to comply with requests made by Administrators, 

Athletic Directors, medical personnel, security/police and game officials. 
8. Sportsmanlike behavior is expected before, during and after athletic contests 

while at competition sites. If you are asked to leave by an administrator, police officer, or an 
official please comply promptly. Non-compliance will result in your removal by local authorities. 

9. Parents are requested to refrain from eliciting negative comments, derogatory or 
inflammatory statements in public forums, including social media sites. 

10. Alcoholic beverages are not permitted on site at any DISD athletic event. Parents and 
adult fans are prohibited from consuming, carrying, storing or procuring alcohol on school 
campus events and at any venue hosting DISD athletic events. The Administration of 
DISD will cooperate with local law enforcement, school officials and venue staff to 
enforce this requirement and expectation. 

 
Offenders of the Detroit ISD’s fan/parent code of conduct may be subject to sanctions including, 
but not limited to, suspension of privileges associated with attendance at events. Specific 
offenses will be evaluated by the Athletic Director, in consult with the Administration, in 
assessment of severity and corresponding possible punitive action. 


